Build Sophisticated Web
Applications in Minutes
HCL Leap offers users a low-code development
platform to accelerate the design, build and
deployment of applications.

Accelerate Your Workflow With Automated Processes
Does your company currently rely on spreadsheets, paper-driven workflows, email or other
manual processes to get work done? Do you face challenges to capture quality customer leads,
monitor financial accounts or synchronize work with your business partners? All too often
businesses struggle to keep up with the necessary innovation needed to improve their processes
and efficiency. IT organizations are typically overwhelmed with projects and lack the resources to
develop and deploy meaningful solutions quickly.
HCL Leap can enable “citizen” developers to build straightforward applications with ready-made
components, such as customer lead capture, special customer offers or business dashboards. But
these same development techniques can also help “professional” developers be more efficient
with larger projects, like integrations with legacy applications and backend systems. Customizing
solutions that enable employees to do their jobs more effectively and secure enough to meet the
needs of IT has never been easier.

Leap Benefits
• Requires fewer coding skills
• Improves agility − anyone can become a developer
• Lowers development and deployment costs
• Streamlines collaboration
• Improves employee and customer experiences
• Increases organizational productivity
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Easily create sophisticated web applications for data collection and process
automation without code.

Key Features

Benefits

Create Apps from Spreadsheets
in Minutes

Improve efficiency of email file sharing with a central
app that provides the forms, views and access controls
you need to securely get work done.

Intuitive Browser-Based Designer

Build custom apps easily with a user experience that
guides you through the process – deploy your apps
in minutes.

Integrate with Anything

Integrate your app with external systems to prepopulate
form values; look-up data and add services without
needing to know anything about the backend.

Automate Processes with Workflows

Define document workflows down to the user level
to determine who gets assigned, notified, what they
see and can do, what connections are called and who
receives alerts when the process is complete.

Build with Style

The style editor lets business developers customize the
look of their apps without having to know CSS.

Built-in IT Governance

IT admin controls include defining who can create and
use apps, what types and sizes of files can be added,
which services and integrations are allowed, as well as
the ability to sandbox the use of JavaScript.

Learn More

HCL Software is a division of HCL Technologies (HCL) that operates its primary software business. It develops, markets, sells, and supports over 20 product
families in the areas of DevSecOps, Automation, Digital Solutions, Data Management, Marketing and Commerce, and Mainframes. HCL Software has offices
and labs around the world to serve thousands of customers. Its mission is to drive ultimate customer success with their IT investments through relentless
innovation of its products. For more information, please visit www.hcltechsw.com. C
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